
New developments for 
irregular cans 
The seaming of irregular-shaped cans 
is particularly challenging but 
Montajes Conserveros De Galicia 
(MCG) of Spain has long experience in 
the sector, especially for fish cans. 

MCG’s F640 seamer for use in fish, 
meat and vegetable canning was 
recently supplied to a customer in 
France for the closing of three-piece 
cans at speeds of more than  
380 cans per minute (cpm). 

The latest version of the F640 
enables cans to enter the clincher in a 
straight line, which helps to prevent 
can contents being spilled. This 
modification was made in 2018 in 
response to a request from Bonduelle 
Health Foods to achieve zero spillage 
from cans filled to the rim. 

In May 2019, MCG also introduced 
the F320, which is capable of seaming 
irregular fish cans at 200cpm with just 
three heads instead of five. MCG has 
also updated the F425 four-head 
seaming system. Two of these systems, 
said to be operating at 250cpm, were 
recently supplied to Costa Marine in 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  

Meanwhile in Italy, Cevolani has 
launched a seaming machine based  
on its combination machines for 
irregular cans. 

The machine uses a fixed seaming 
chuck and a rotary head with a double 
cam which controls the movement of 
four levers, mounted on a 
cross-shaped workpiece. These are 
used to move the seaming rollers 
toward the can body while the cross 
piece itself revolves around the chuck. 

Separate levers control the first 
and second seaming rollers, making 
the process smoother and more stable 
with less stress on the can. The range 
of seaming revolutions can be changed 
through the programmable logic 
controller. The machine can be set up 
to seam cans with any profile, such as 
oval, hexagonal or octagonal shaped. 

More information from: 
Montajes Conserveros De Galicia, 

P.I.A Granxa. C/ Ons, Parcela 107-109, 
36475 Porriño, Pontevedra, Spain.  
Tel: 34 986 488347. 
Web: www.mcg.com.es 

Cevolani, Via 
Colunga 18, 40068 
San Lazzaro di 
Savena (BO), Italy.  
Tel: 39 051 499 6911.  
Website: www.cevolani.eu 

Closing machines launched 
by Germann+Frei 
Swiss manufacturer Germann+Frei,  
well known for its die neckers and 
beader-flanger-seamers for food and 
aerosol cans, has expanded into the 
production of dedicated seaming 
machines with the launch of the CSM800. 

Equipped with eight turrets, the 
CSM800 is suitable for seaming welded 
can bodies made from single or 
double-reduced tinplate, at a rate of up 
to 800cpm.  
The first machine is capable of seaming 
diameters from 52-99mm and heights 
from 45-215mm. The next models in the 
range will be capable of handling larger 
cans, up to 153mm in diameter. 

An enclosed lubricating system is 
said to reduce maintenance. Machine 
uptime is maximised through an 
accessible design, which enables quick 
changeovers, together with automatic 
height adjustment and a can size 
memory function.  

More information from 
Germann+Frei AG, Martinsbruggstrasse 
92, CH-9016 St Gallen, Switzerland.  
Tel: 41 71 282 1640.  
Web: www.germannfrei.ch 
 

Oil upgrade for  
Angelus seamers 
An automatic recirculating oil and 
filtration system upgrade has been 
developed for the 80L, 100L and 120L 
series of Angelus seamers by Imeta of 

Italy, which can be retrofitted 
during seamer overhauls. 

With a new oil cabinet, 
the need for a Manzel oil 
pump has been removed. 
This has been replaced with 
a continuously controlled 
lubrication system operated 
by pressure sensors. 

According to Imeta,  
the upgrade will prevent  
oil contamination,  

simplify maintenance and  
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